An extended Scatchard analysis for competitively bound ligands and its application to cyclic adenosine-3',5'-monophosphate and cyclic 5'-amido-5'-deoxyadenosine-3', 5'-monophosphate binding to beef skeletal muscle protein.
A method for determining the dissociation constants of ligands and ligand analogs is described. It is based on competition binding studies in the presence of an isotope-labeled, or otherwise measurable, ligand and suitable analog concentrations. The steps used are determination of (1) the maximal amount of radioactive ligand that can be bound, (2) the slopes and intercepts from Scatchard plots at different analog concentrations and (3) the values for the dissociation constants of radioactive ligand and ligand analog from replots of the reciprocals of the slopes and intercepts obtained from the Scatchard plots. Application of the method to a cyclic AMP-binding protein from beef muscle is demonstrated, yielding dissociation constants of 2.10-9 M for cyclic (3H) AMP and cyclic AMP, and 3.10-5 M for cyclic 5'-amido-5'-deoxyadenosine-3', 5'-monophosphate.